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QUIET (Q/U Imaging ExperimenT)

• QUIET is a ground-based B-mode experiment for measuring
CMB polarisation

• Only current B-mode radiometer experiment
– Different, and possibly better, systematics

– Unique radiometer on a chip technology

– Input to case studies for the next generation satellite

• Phase I (Pilot)
– 19 Q-band detectors (43 GHz)   Aug 08 - May 09

– 91 W-band detectors (95 GHz)   Jun 09 – Dec 10

• QUIET2 (If funded)
– ~500 detectors in 3 bands (30, 37 and 95 GHz)

– Measure the E- and B-mode spectra between l = 25 and 2500

– detection of lensing at more than 20σ

– constraining the tensor-to-scalar ratio r down to 0.01

• FOCUS (if funded)
– Redeploy QUIET Q-band reciever

– Use as foreground monitor for other experiments



QUIET collaboration
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The site

• Located at 5080 m above sea level at the

Chajnantor platau in the Atacama desert

in Chile

• One of the driest places on earth

– South pole has 40% lower PWV, but

lower temperature results in 

comparable transmission

– More of the sky is available than on

south pole, and the same patch of sky 

can be observed from different

angles. Good for systematics control

– Accessible year round, day and night



QUIET Patches



QUIET vs WMAP – galactic center
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QUIET vs WMAP – galactic plane
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QUIET vs WMAP – CMB patch
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Decomposition into E and B modes



The EE power spectrum



The BB power spectrum



• ML:  r = 0.52+0.97−0.81.

• PCL:  r=0.35+1.06-0.87 (r < 2.2 at 95% confidence)

(BICEP:  r < 0.72 at 95% confidence)

Tensor-to-scalar ratio r



W-band galactic center
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Another look at the frequency spectrum
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FOCUS – a fast synchrotron mapper

• FOCUS – a dedicated foreground experiment
aiming to map synchrotron for other CMB 
experiments

• Redeploy QUIET Q-band reciever
– The QUIET receiver is by far the world’s most 

sensitive CMB instrument at Q-band

– Current array sensitivity is 69 μK√s

• Redeploy at ACT site
– Share infrastructure; cost efficient

• Collaboration consists of Columbia (A. Miller PI), 
Princeton, Oslo, Miami and Michigan

• Initially a two-year observation phase

• Will observe the same fields as ABS, BICEP/KECK, 
EBEX and (parts of) SPIDER

– Explicit agreements already arranged

– All high-frequency experiments will need to demonstrate
that a possible B-mode detection is not due to 
synchrotron emission



FOCUS fields



FOCUS at a glance

0.55-1 μK/deg2Map sensitivity

2470 deg2Sky coverage

27’.3Beam size

55 μK√sArray sensitivity

190-270 μK√sModule sensitivity

9 GHzBandwidth

43 GHzFrequency

• Map sensitivity of 0.55 μK/deg2 at 43 GHz corresponds to a 

synchrotron uncertainty of 0.07 μK/deg2 at 90 GHz and 0.02 

μK/deg2 at 150 GHz



QUIET/FOCUS as a calibrator for Planck?

• Pros:

– High signal-to-noise

– Low systematics

– Large sky coverage

– Many distinct features in the map

– Minimal frequency extrapolation

• QUIET 43 GHz vs. Planck 44 GHz

• Cons:

– Scales >~ 5° not well constrained

– Fast Planck map making code for 

small patches must be written

• What about the WMAP K-band?

– Strongly asymmetric beam 

– Long frequency extrapolation

• What is the spectral index?





• CMB polarisation is a future main source of cosmological data
– Detecting primordial gravitational waves will teach us about inflation

• QUIET is among the most sensitive CMB B-mode experiments in the world: 
– Unique radiometer technology

– Q-band receiver is world leading in published array sensitivity at 69 uK sqrt(s) 

– Excellent location 

• Q-band results show that everything is working
– Power spectra consistent with LCDM

– Current constraint on tensor-to-scalar ratio is r = 0.35 ± 1.0

• W-band results being finalized now
– Papers on instrumentation, analysis, galactic foregrounds and point sources to come

• FOCUS will play a critical role as a foreground monitor for high-frequency
experiments

– ABS, EBEX, BICEP/KECK and SPIDER

• QUIET/FOCUS data may potentially be useful for Planck polarization calibration
– Very high signal to noise and low systematics

Summary


